
     I imagine that Lee Pace waltzed onto set on a cloud of 
lady screams.  The only thing bad about this episode is that I 
wish he could’ve been a recurring character.  I see that 

Mindy and I have the same taste of guys. 

     I was skeptical about Mindy’s San Francisco move, but 
the episode “San Francisco Bae” solidified this reviewers’ 
love for Mindy Lahiri.  A priceless moment early on shows 

Mindy having problems opening a jar of Nutella only to slam 
it against a wall, have it explode, and still continue to eat it. 
It’s moments like this where I’m reminded that Kaling’s 

sense of humor fills the void left by Tina Fey and the 
character of Liz Lemon.

     This episode finds Mindy still adjusting to her new 

surroundings and doing so without Danny.  After Mindy 
witnesses Dr. Gurglar struggling with the separation from 
his wife, she invites him out on the town.  During their 

outing, Mindy 

runs into the guy 
she lost her 
virginity too,  Alex 

Xander Eakin, 
played by Lee 
Pace (Pushing 

Daises, Halt and Catch Fire).  Lee Pace is perfect in this role 
as a suave businessman and the little screen time he had in 
this episode was nothing short of gold.  For instance, 

delivering lines about his wax figure being too short should 
make him seem egocentric, but his smooth voice and cool 
demeanor just makes makes women melt.

    Mindy shares the story of her night with Xander and it 

was only after Mindy brushes him off, that he snips off his 
‘hippie’ ponytail and vows to become something better.  So 
now he’s a tech mogul with a multi-million company who 

keeps the ponytail he cut off in a glass casing. Think Barney 
Stinson from How I Met Your Mother, only less womanizing.

     While Mindy deals with her old-flame, Danny and 

Morgan overhear Peter in his apartment and assume he is 
sleeping with Lauren (Jeremy’s girlfriend, which he stole 
from Peter). However, Peter is just babysitting for Lauren 

and the boys have the task of trying to preoccupy Jeremy, 
who is sitting in the next apartment over in a ridiculous 
cape and opera outfit. It was a serviceable b-story line at 
best.

     I’m not sure how long the show will stay in San 
Francisco, but if they continue with writing as strong as it 
was in this episode, I’m game. 

“...KALING’S SENSE OF 
HUMOR FILLS THE VOID 

LEFT BY TINA FEY AND THE 
CHARACTER OF LIZ LEMON.”
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